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ABSTRACT 
The objective of this study was to develop the analytical 
tools and procedures for minimum cost design of water distri-
bution systems. Both analog and digital means of carrying out 
pressure and flow calculations were developed. As a result of this 
effort, digital programs for pressure and flow calculations in 
water distribution systems were written and have been widely 
distributed to practicing engineers, One procedure is based on a 
direct solution of the basic system equations using a linearization 
scheme and has several advantages over conventional techniques 
such as the Hardy Cross method. These include avoiding the need to 
initially balance the network and an assured convergence of the 
procedure. 
Using this tool a procedure was developed for selecting 
pipe diameter which will result in a minimum cost design within the 
prescribed constraints. The method of steepest ascent and dynamic 
programming concepts were used to carry out the optimization. 
This procedure applies to closed loop' systems without internal 
pumping. However, this work provides a basis for extending the 
concepts to more generalized water distribution systems. 
KEY WORDS: water distribution, optimization, piping systems, 
network design, ecommic efficiency 
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INTRODUCTION 
The objective of the study as outlined in the original proposal 
was, "to investigate the various functional constraints controlling 
the design of water distribution systems and develop analytical methods 
and digital computer routines which can be utilized to design a water 
distribution system at minimum cost". It was determined early 
in this investigation that the available means for the hydraulic analysis 
of water distribution systems did not lend themselves well to a 
minimum cost analysis. Therefore, a considerable effort was 
made to develop the analytical tools for pressure and flow cal-
culations which could be incorporated into a minimum cost analy-
sis of water distribution systems. 
A promising technique which was investigated was the 
use of analog simulation for system hydraulics which could be 
incorporated into a digital-analog scheme to carry out the cost 
minimization. Techniques for carrying out an analog simulation 
of pipe system hydraulics ona standard analog computer were 
developed and reported by the principal investigator (1 ). It 
was intended to use the analog computer to model the hydraulics 
and to use analog to digital conversion and a digital computer to 
compute the cost. It was felt that with such a model an effective 
directed search could be undertaken to determine the optimum 
design of the pipe system. However, it turned out that the 
necessary equipment for the development of this concept was not 
available to this project. Since some rather expensive equipment 
is involved this approach had to be abandoned. 
A major effort was devoted to the development of an 
analytical procedure for hydraulic analysis based on linearization 
of the basic non-linear system equations. The purpose of 
developing this approach was that it appeared to offer a method 
for handling pipe system hydraulics which could be more easily 
incorporated into a minimum cost study. A scheme which directly 
solved the basic equation after linearizing the non - linear terms 
was developed. A publication is available describing this phase 
of the study (2). This method of hydraulic analysis refereed to 
as the linear method offered distinct advantages over the conven-
tional Hardy Cross and Newton Raphson methods which are gener-
ally used. Therefore, some additional effort was made developing 
the linear method for generalized situations. As a result of this, 
a general computer program has been developed and made available 
to engineers working in this field. Over one hundred and fifty 
engineering firms have acquired this program. 
Finally, using the linear method for hydraulic analysis a 
computer program has been developed for minimum cost design of 
closed loop water distribution systems. This work was primarily 
the effort of C. O. Charles and is documented in his Ph.D. 
dissertation (3). In this program the method of steepest ascent and 
concepts of dynamic programming were employed to formulate a 
procedure which would select the optimum set of pipe diameters 
for a closed loop system. 
RESEARCH PROCEDURES 
The entire project is concerned with the development of the 
basic elements of an analytical model to be employed for minimum 
cost design. This entails the conception, formulation and testing 
of certain analytical procedures. In most cases either analog 
or digital computer programs were the end product of this effort. 
The usual procedures for formulating, debugging and testing 
computer programs were employed. 
2 
RESULTS 
Analog simulation of pipe system hydraulics 
This phase of the investigation has been completely 
documented in Reference l and is available through that publication. 
As previously stated, however, the necessary digital-analog 
equipment was not available to develop a technique for optimum 
design using analog simulation. 
Digital programs for the analysis of pipe 
system hydraulics 
A considerable effort was made to develop a digital computer 
program which v,;ould easily handle general water distribution 
systems in a manner which would lend itself to a minimum cost 
investigation. This effort resulted in the development of two 
computer programs. General information pertaining to the 
development of these programs follows: 
The programs will compute steady flow in pipe systems of 
any arrangement. The system can include pumps, valves, bends, and 
other minor loss components, storage tanks and 1aource and storage 
reservoirs. A system of p pipes can be described by the number of 
jmctions, j, the number of closed primary loops, .{,,. and the number 
of terminal energy points, t, in the system. A junction is simply 
a pout in the system where two or more pipes meet. Any point 
where flow enters or exits the pipe system is also a junction. A 
primary loop is a closed loop of pipes in the system which have no 
other loops within it. A terminal ene,gy point is a point in the 
system where the fluid energy is known. This is essentially any 
point where the pressure and the elevation are known. Source or 
storage reservoirs, pressurized sources, storage tanks and 
discharge points of known pressure are the most common terminal 
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energy points. To describe a system the junctions, loops and 
terminal energy points must be identified. If a terminal energy 
point and a junction coincide, this point should be identified as 
a terminal energy point only. If the junctions, loops and terminal 
energy points are identified with the restriction just stated, the 
following holds for all pipe systems: 
p=j+.(,+t-1 (1) 
where 
p = number of pipes 
j = number of junctions 
.(, = number of loops 
t = number of terminal energy points. 
In terms of the unknown discharge in each pipe, a number of 
continuity and energy equations can be written equaling the number 
of pipes in the system. For each junction a continuity equation 
equating the flow into the junction to the flow out is written as: 
(j equations) 
For each loop the energy equation can be written as follows 
where 
( .t equations) 
hL = head loss in each pipe (including minor loss) 
Ep = energy put into the liquid by a pump. 
(2) 
( 3) 
If there are no pumps in the loop then the energy equation states 
that the sum of the head loss around the loop equals zero. 
If there are t terminal energy points, t - l energy equations 
can be written for paths between any two terminal energy points 
as follows 
4 
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( t - l equations) ( 4) 
where t.E is the energy difference between the two terminal 
energy points. Any path in the pipe system can be chosen between 
the points. However, care must be taken to avoid redundant paths. 
The best method to avoid this difficulty is to either choose all 
paths starting at one source (like 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, etc.) or to use 
the previous end point for a path as the starting point for the next 
path (like 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, etc.). Either of these methods will 
result in t - l equations with no redundant ones. 
These junction loop and path equations constitute a set of 
simultaneous equations equal tci the number of pipes in the system 
which can be solved for the discharge in each pipe. A direct 
solution of these simultaneous equations is not possible because 
of the non-linear terms. Two basic methods of solution were 
considered. 
Linear method - For this approach the non-linear terms are 
linearized giving a set of linear simultaneous equations which can 
be solved using matrix methods. The linearization is formulated 
as follows. The line loss is given by: 
h K Q
n 
LP= P ( 5) 
where Kp is a pipe line constant and for the Hazen Williams 
equation employed in the computer analysis is 
4.73 L ( 6) 
Here L = line length in ft, D = line diameter in ft and C is the 
Hazen Williams roughness coefficient. The discharge Qin eqn. 5 
is in cfs and the exponent n = 1. 852. 
Minor losses are given by a loss coefficient, M, which 
multiplies the velocity head to give the loss at the component. 
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This is 
v2 
Mrg- (7) 
where Vis the mean line velocity and g is the gravitational constant. 
In terms of the discharge this is 
where 
K = 
M 
. 02517 M 
D4 
The pump head is expressed in two ways. 
( 8) 
( 9) 
(10) 
For this expression the horsepower put into the system by the 
pump is given as HP and 
z = 550 HP 
p (11) v 
where Y = specific weight of the liquid (#/ft3). Alternately the 
pump head can be expressed as 
(12) 
where A, B, and C are coefficients of a parabolic characteristic 
curve which defines the pump operation in the vicinity of the 
operating point. Since this expression is only valid over a specified 
range it should not be indiscretely employed in an analysis. 
The basic energy equation for a loop or a path between 
terminal energy points is: 
6 
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( 13) 
Here 6E is the energy difference between the terminal energy 
points. This equation can be linearized in terms of a flowrate 
Qi in the vicinity of the solution. This is done as follows 
( 16) 
or: 
Ep =A+ BQ. + co. 2 + (B + 2CQ.)(Q - Q.) 
1 "']. 1 1 
( 1 7) 
With these substitutions eqn. 13 can be expressed as a linear 
function of Q as 
z 
p ) Q = 
Q( 
(18) 
For the alternate form of the pump head this equation is 
( 19) 
Equation 18 (or 19) is employed to formulate an equation for earn 
loop ( 6E = 0) and t - 1 terminal energy equations which combine with 
7 
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the j continuity equations to for a set of P simultaneous linear 
equations in terms of the flowrate in each pipe. 
Path method - The same notation previously defined in the des-
cription of the linear method is used. The basis of this method is 
to compute a flow correction 6Q which when added to an initial 
set of flowrates (which satisfy continuity) will tend to satisfy 
the energy equation for each path. This is 
In terms of the initial flowrate Q. and the flow correction 6 Q these 
l 
terms are 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
or 
(23) 
These can be solved to give a flow correction as 
(24) 
or 
(25) 
8 
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Using either eqn. 24 or eqn. 25 a flow correction is computed for 
each path and the flowrates of the pipes in that path are corrected 
by this amount. 
For each method the following information must be available 
before the hydraulic analysis can be made. For each line the 
length, diameter and the Hazen Williams Roughness coefficient must 
be known. This latter parameter is available in handbooks and 
depends on the type and condition of the pipe. Valves, bends, 
meters, etc. are included in the analysis by determining the minor 
loss coefficient for the components. The minor loss coefficient 
is defined as a constant which multiplies the velocity head in the line 
to give the head loss at that component. In many cases a standard 
value for this coefficient is given in various references. This 
coefficient can also be easily determined if discharge-head loss 
data is available for the component. Several components can be 
included in a line by summing their minor loss coefficients. 
Pumps can be included in two ways. The useful horsepower 
(or kilowatts) which the pump puts into the system may be speci-
fied. Alternately the coefficients of a parabolic characteristic 
curve may be specified. This curve represents the pump head-
discharge relationship as shown below. 
Ep 
Q 
In the normal range of pump operation this relaticn ship can be 
described closely by 
9 
4 
where A, B, and C are coefficients of the fitted curve. If this 
representation of the pump is used, however, the solution must 
yield a discharge in the normal range of operation or the solution 
will be invalid. This is because the characteristic curve is not 
valid outside that range. 
For each junction the external inflow or outflow is specified 
and the elevation of the junction is known. 
Program description and users options - The programs were 
developed for use by practicing engineers and were offered to 
engineers on several bases. Material on the programs has been 
provided to over 150 engineering firms and individuals. The 
following brief release provided information to potential users: 
Two programs have been developed at the University of 
Kentucky which will analyze pressure and flow in any pipe system 
and are available to potential users. These programs are written 
in FORTRAN IV, G Level and a users guide with source program 
listings and examples has been prepared. A brief description of 
the programs follow. 
I Program based on linearized system equations -
This program utilized a new procedure for pipe systems 
analysis which has several advantages over conventional methods. 
Because this method simultaneously computes the flow in each 
pipe, the convergence is very fast (usually 3-4 trials to very high 
accuracy regartlless of size of the system). Also, convergence 
is assured. Initial flowrates are not assumed and changes in flow 
system demand only require a change in data pertaining to that 
demand. However, since matrix methods are employed a computer 
of sufficient storage must be available to use this method for a 
system of n pipes approximately (n x (n+35) dimensioned storage 
locations must be available. The IBM 360-65 computer at the 
University of Kentucky, for example, will handle systems up to 
220 pipes with its present storage capacity and without using 
additional disc storage. The procedure is fast. A 37 pipe system 
10 
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can be analyzed in about 10 seconds while a 125 pipe system takes 
2 minutes and 15 seconds on the University of Kentucky computer. 
II Program based on loop and path flow adjustments -
This program is essentially an extension cf a loop balancing 
method similar to the Hardy Cross technique to any type of pipe 
flow system with pumps, valves, etc. included. It does require 
as input data initial flowrates which satisfy continuity. In rare 
cases the Hardy Cross procedure does not produce convergence 
and this situation could occur. However, for most situatioosthe 
program produces a fast accurate solution. In addition much less 
storage is required so a large system can be analyzed with a com-
puter of limited storage capacity. 
Basic features of both procedures are: 
1. Any piping configurations can be analyzed ( cloi;ied loop networks, 
tree systems of combinations). 
2. Flow units of CFS. GPM, MGD or SI units (M3 Is) can be used. 
3. Pump, valves and other lossy components, and storage tanks 
can be included in the pipe system. 
4. Pressures and hydraulic grades at indicated points in the 
system are output in addition to head changes at pumps, valves and 
in lines. 
5. Data preparation for both programs is straightforward and 
very similar and allows any number of changes in system parameters 
(pipe sizes, pump characteristics, flow demands, etc. ) to be 
investigated in a single computer run. 
The programs are available to interested users in one of 
the following ways: 
1. Attend two day short course at the University of Kentucky -
announcement attached. This is the best means of gaining the 
necessary experience for using the programs effectively and is 
especially recommended for persons not presently using computers 
for hydraulic analysis. All material and computer source programs 
are provided for participant. Some post-course consultation and 
11 
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a post-course laboratory problem chosen by the participart provide 
additional aid in implementing the programs. 
2, Participate in users course on a correspondence basis. This is 
primarily for users who have an interest in developing the capability 
of using the programs but cannot attend a short course. It is 
desirable that the pariticipant have some background in the use 
of computers. All material and source programs are provided for 
the participant in addition to problems. The data for these problems 
are coded and returned for computer processing. In addition the 
participant may code and submit data for an additional problem 
over a period of a year which is of interest to him. Systems of 
up to 50 pipes will be processed as part of the course (larger systems 
require a nominal additional charge for computing expenses). Con-
sultation regarding the application of the programs to pipe systems 
will be provided by phone or mail. 
3. Obtain material only. This is primarily for users who are 
already using a digital computer for hydraulics problems. Users 
guides, program listings and examples will be sent for both programs. 
Complete details of the programs, program listings and 
examples are provided in the us~rs manuals (4, 5). 
Program for optimum design of water distribution networks. 
A major effort to develop a programmable procedure for 
minimum cost design was made. Details of this effort are included 
in a Ph.D. thesis ( 3). The salient points of this effort will be 
covered in this report. 
Problem definition - In designing a hydraulic network distribu-
tion system, the engineer has not only to meet the demands at 
particular points in the system, but also should do so within speci-
fied constraints and at the least possible cost. For this study the 
geometrical configuration of the network is prescribed. The cost 
is a function of diameter and flow and the constraints can be 
12 
regarded as of three types: (i) hydraulic (Kirchhoff laws), 
(ii) pressure and (iii) diameter. There are also different 
classes of constraints within each type. For example some 
pressure constraints are of the type that the pressure must be 
greater than or equal to a minimum while another constraint is that 
the pressure must not exceed some maximum value. The diameter 
constraints are normally of two kinds; the first is that no diameter 
should be less than a certain minimum, the other that the diameters 
should be available on the market. This becomes necessary since 
pipe diameters are made commercially in certain discrete sizes. 
The problem is therefore to find a set of pipe diameters to satisfy 
all the constraints at the least cost. The method used to do this is 
a combination of steepest descent (ascent) and dynamic programming. 
Since the cost function involves flow in pipes, it is necessary 
to calculate the flow quickly. Flow is also important in the cal-
culation of pressure since pressure is a function of flow. To com-
pute flow quickly the method of linear analysis which was developed 
for this purpose is employed. 
Problem formulation - Any problem of optimization has essentially 
two characteristics (1) a cost function and (2) one or more con-
straints. For the hydraulic network these are described as 
follows: 
(1) Cost function -- The cost function used for network 
optimum design is divided into two parts: (a) Capital and (b) 
operation and maintenance costs. For the capital cost the result 
of the regression analysis performed by Linaweaver and Clark 
is used. This analysis was carried out on pipe line data for oil, 
gas and water pipe lines and gives a relationship between the 
variables, ·diameter, D, in inches and the capital cost, in dollars, 
per mile. This relationship is given by 
Capital Cost ; 1890 Dl. 29 per mile 
or 
Capital Cost ; 0. 3581. 29 per foot 
13 
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The correlation coefficient is 0. 98 according to the article. 
At the time of this survey the Engineering News Record 
Construction Cost Index (ENRI) was 877. This enables the capital 
cost relationship to be updated by the ratio, PRESENT ENRI/ 877. 
The procedure described is used herein for the capital cost portion 
of the cost analysis. Alternate schemes could be used to express 
the capital cost as some continuous function of pipe diameter. 
The capital expenditure is usually incurred at the time of 
construction of the project, and is paid back over the life of the 
project. During that time, the value of money is determined by 
the rate of interest, io/o per annum. In order to spread the capital 
cost evenly over the whole life of the project, it is necessary to 
multiply the initial cost by a capital recovery factor (crf) where: 
where nn = life of project in years. 
Thus in a system of m pipes the annual capital cost is 
m 
2 
( PRESENT ENRI) 
i=l 
where Li = length in feet of i-th pipe. 
The operation and maintenance portion of the cost function 
is obtained by first equating the pumping power required for each 
pipe to that of an equivalent number of kilowatt-hours and then 
multiplying the number of Kilowatt-hours by the corresponding unit 
cost. The power utilized in a pipe is related to the corresponding 
head loss. The Hazen-Williams empirical expression for head 
1 . d Th" . . H KQl. 8518 oss 1s use • 1s expression 1s L = 
where 
4. 77L(l2)4" 
87 
K = ___ ..;.._-'"-----
Cl. 8518D4. 87 
(26) 
14 
and C = roughness coefficients. 
The power lost in the pipe line is related to IIL in the following 
way: 
HLQy 
Power loss = 550 horse power (where Q is in cfs and Y 
is in the specific weight of the liquid in Lb/ ft 3 ). 
Inserting the head loss equation in this expression gives: 
Power loss= 
is the liquid). 
KQ2. 8518 
550 ( 62. 4) horse power (assuming water 
The final annual cost due to maintenance and operation in a pipe 
can be expressed as: 
KQ2. 851 8 (62 · 4) (0. 746)(365 x 24)c per year 550 
where c = unit cost of electricity in $ per KwH. Thus the total cost 
function ( R) is 
m 
R = ~ O. 358 L.D~· 29(crf)(Present ENRI/877) + 
. l 1 1 1-
m 
~KiQi2• 8518 (6/ 5t> (O. 746)(365 x 24)c = R (27) 
i=l 
The factor (365 x 24) assumes that the system is in operation for 
the whole year. If this is not the case, then this factor can be 
replaced by the anticipated number of hours in the year that the 
system will be in operation. 
( 2) Constraints - - The primary constraint is one which 
requires the flows to obey basic hydraulic relationships involving 
continuity of flow at junctions and head losses in the individual 
loops. 
Another type of constraint, dealing with pressures, assumes 
alternate forms. The system must be designed for a maximum 
15 
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value of pressure which must not be exceeded. 
There also may be a minimum pressure required for each 
junction which is necessary to maintain acceptable system per-
formance. An example of such a minimum is that required by 
fire-fighting activities for which standards have been developed by 
National Board of Fire Underwriters (NBFU)( 33). It is assumed that 
though there are variations in minimum pressure, there is none 
in the maximum. 
Acceptable pipe diameters are also constrained. NBFU 
recommends that the diameter of street mains should not be less 
than 6-inches. This is again a fire-protection provision where 
the primary consideration is to obtain an acceptable quantity of 
water. In addition, diameters available on the commercial market 
are discrete and not continuous. A 6-inch pipe may be available, 
while 6. 25-inch usually is not. It is therefore necessary that the 
sizes selected for design must be commercially available. 
(3) The mathematical model -- The problem is summarized 
as follows: 
The cost function to be minimized is 
R = :i 0. 358 Lin/· 2~ (Pre371:/ ENRI) (crf) + 
i=l 
m 
2 KiQi 2. 8518 (6lst) (0. 746)(365 x ~4)c 
i =1 
Subject to the following constraints; 
(i) pressure and flow obey basic hydraulic relationships 
(ii) p ,; ABMAX where p is pressure and ABMAX is 
absolute maximum pressure 
(iii) p -' ABMIN where ABMIN is the absolute minimum 
pressure allowed 
(iv) p A .e PA where p A is pressure at junction A and PA 
is the minimum allowed at junction A 
16 
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(v) D ;;, DMIN where DIMIN is the absolute minimum size 
diameter allowed 
(vi) D € (dl' d2, d3, ... , ~) where d1, d2, ... , dn are the 
available commercial size diameters. 
Method of Solution The law of continuity is expressed in terms of 
flow ( ZQi = 0) while the "head loss" or loop equations ( r Ki~ n=O) 
are functions of flow and pipe properties. The Hazen-Williams 
line loss expression is used herein. Thus from (26) 
4. 77L(12)4 ' 87 K = 
CO, 85tBD4. B'? 
which is referred to as the loss coefficient. Flow is given by 
Q = Av (28) 
where A is the cross-sectional area and v the velocity 
It can be demonstrated that the differential dQ is given by 
dQ = 2{1_ dD + A dv (29) 
To preserve continuity, t}le algebraic sum of the changes in 
flow at any junction must be zero. 
Thus at any junction 
Z dQ. = 0 
l 
and from eqn. (29) 
ZA.dv. = -2Z 
l l 
( 30) 
(31) 
It is clear that by considering changes in flow at many 
junctions, equations involving A.dv. and dD. can be obtained. 
l 1 l 
It also follows from the continuity equations that one of these 
equations would be redundant. The system equations can be expressed 
in the following form: 
17 
Matrix coefficients 
are l, 0, -1 
A dv m m 
Matrix 
coefficients 
are -
2i: 
or O 
( 32) 
By considering first order derivatives of the loop equations, 
another set of equations involving A.dv. and dD
1
. can be obtained 
1 1 
as follows: 
H = KQl.8518 
L 
is differentiated to obtain 
dHL = Ql.8518 ~ dD + 1. 8518 KQO. 8518 ~ dD 
From (29) 
+ 1. 8518 KQO. 8518 ~~ dv 
bQ - 2Q and · 1:JQ - A ~- -u- 5v-
By substituting in (35) 
dHL = Ql. 8518 ~ dD + 1. 8518 KQO. 8518. ~ dD 
+ 1. 8518 KQO. 8518 Adv 
From (26) K = 4. 77L(l2)
4 • 87 
Cl. 8518
0
4. 87 
By differentiation 
dK .4.8.7 an- = -
0
s. 87 4. 77L(l2)
4• 
87 
K 
Ci. 8518 = -4. 87 ]) 
18 
(33) 
(34) 
( 35) 
,.... ...................................................... . 
Substitute (35) for ~ in (34), then 
KQl. 8518 KQ 
dHL = -4. 87 D dD + 3. 7036 JJ dD 
+ 1. 8518 KQO. 8518 Adv ( 36) 
Simplifying and combining terms give 
1. 8518 
dHL = -1.1664 K~ dD+ 1.8518 KQ0• 85 ll'IAdv (37) 
These equations of the form ;:;dHL = 0 can be transformed 
into 
1. 8518 l KQO. 8518(Adv) = 1. 1664Th Qo. 8518do (38) 
or in matrix form: 
Matrix Coefficients 
are either 
± 1. 8518 KQO. 8518 
or O 
A dv 
m m 
Matrix coefficients 
are either 1. 8518 
± 1.1664 ~ 
or O 
( 39) 
By combining all independent equations derived from the basic 
hydraulic relations, (32) and (39), the following simultaneous 
equations are obtained. 
Matrix Coefficients 
are± l or O 
-'-'-=----1 Matrix Coefficiints 
H are ± 1. 8518 KQO. 8518 or O 
A1dv1 atrix 
coefficients are 
A2dv2 - 2Q 
!Jor O 
A dv · 3 3 Matrix 
mdv 
19 
coefficients are 
8 ±1.1664 ~ 1. !lbl 
or O 
dDm 
( 40) 
It is observed that, if m is the number cf pipes in the net-
work thEn the matrices on both sides of equations (40) are of order 
m x m. 
The cost function, as given by eqn. (27) is expressed in terms 
of the diameter, D, flow Q, and Hazen-Williams' loss coefficients. 
Q is a function of D and v, K is a function of D. Thus the cost 
function can be expressed in terms of D and v and the first 
derivative of the cost function can be put in a form similar to (40). 
The cost function previously defined can be written as 
R = ~a.D.1. 29 + ,'b.K.Q.2. 8518 
·11 -111 
where a. and b. are constants. Differentiation of R with respect 
1 1 
to D1s and vi's gives 
dR 
bK. 
Since 
1 
~ 
= 1. 29 Za.D. ' + Zb. ---..J--0 
0 29 ;,,K. 
1 1 1 ?'J.Ui 
~· 8518) 
1')~ 
+ 2.8518 Zb.K.Q.1. 8518 
1 1 1 
.,,..,...... dD
1
. 1).u. 
1 
b~ 
+ 2. 8518 Zb.K.Q.1. 8518 1)v
1
. dvi 
l 1 l 
K. 
= -4. 87 1 (from 35) and from (29) 
TI; 
b~ 
and = A. the derivative becomes 
1 
bQ. 
l 
bDi -
bvi 
dR = 1. 29 Za.n?· 
29
dD. + 0. 8336 Z b. 
K.Q.2. 8518 
i i dD. 
l l l 1 -v. l 
1 
This can be expressed in matrix form as follows: 
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(41) 
a 
,.... 
( 
h: 
where e1, e 2, e 3, ••• , em are coefficients of A1 dv1, A 2
dv 
2
, 
A3dv3, ••• , Amdvm and f1, f 2, f3, ... ,fmarecoefficientsof 
dDi_, dD2, dD3, .•. , dDm. 
(42) 
By combining (40) and (42) the left hand side becomes a 
matrix of order (m+l)x (m+l) and the right hand one of (m+l)x m. 
It is also observed that "dR" only occurs once and that it is on the 
left hand side. Thus one of the columns on this side would have 
coefficients of 
1, 0, 0, 0, .•• o. 
Thus the following sets of equations are obtained 
1 el e2 ••• e , dR fl f2 f3 •.. fm m 
:>< CJl O Matrix coefficients A 1dv1 atrix E-< z 
>-<O are± 1 or O oefficients 
P>-< re z E-< A 2dv2 ..... <r: 
~or O E-< p z O' 
O r.i A 3dv3 u 
CJl 
Matrix coefficients Matrix-
z are coefficients 
el, 9 ± 1. 8518KQO. 8518 are (t.8518 
O E-< or O ± 1.1664~ 0 <r: 
,-l p 0 A dv or O O' m 
r.i (m+l)(m+l) (m+l)(m} · 
(43) 
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Before (43) can be used it is necessary to have values of 
~ and Di' Values of D are assumed and values of Q are cal-
culated. The pressure at the junctions are now computed and, if the 
pressure constraints are broken, new values of D are assumed and the 
process repeated until these constraints are satisfied. 
In this initial stage, if new values of D are required it has 
been found convenient to add or subtract a constant increment to each 
of the diameters. It is usual to add the increments, but if the 
pressure at any point is greater than ABMAX the increment is 
subtracted. 
After values of D and Q are obtained which are feasible 
solutions the partial derivatives with respect to diameters and 
velocities are computed and the matrix coefficients for (43) are not 
known. From these equations, by manipulating the matrices the 
following is obtained: 
dR 
A 1ctv1 
A2dv2 
A
3
dv
3 
Since 
= 
(where g1, g2,.,., 
in (44), then 
(m + l)x m 
matrix 
------------- (44) 
g are coefficients of the first row of matrix 
m . 
= ( 45) 
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To obtain an optimal value of p , using the method of steepest ascent, 
it is necessary to solve the equation ~~ = 0. This is a complex 
equation and calculating the value of P to satisfy it is very cumbersome 
and at best approximate. The value assigned to P is a critical 
factor in using the steepest ascent (descent) method. Too big a 
value of P oversteps the optimum, too small a value requires too 
many unnecessary calculations. This makes it difficult to find the 
optimum value of p and thus a form of direct search technique was 
developed to determine this value. 
Of the coefficients, g1, g2, g3, .•. , gm the one with the 
biggest absolute value is chosen, say gk' and then d~ corresponding 
to gk is given a value. The ratio d~/ gk is now known and from (45) 
all values of dDi_, dD2, ••• , dDm are computed. There increments, 
dDi_, dD2, dD3, ... , dDm may be either positive or negative. If 
gk is negative these increments are first of all algebraically added 
and if gk is positive they are subtracted. 
If there is a reduction in cost and no constraints are broken, 
then the process of algebraically adding or subtracting can be 
continued, or new partial derivatives computed and the entire proce-
dure so far repeated. If there is no reduction in cost within the 
specified constraints then the ~crements are halved and the process of 
algebraically adding or subtracting is continued. If again there is 
no reduction, the procedure of halving increments and algebraically 
adding or subtracting is continued until there is such reduction or 
the tolerance level is reached. At this stage new 'matrix coefficients 
are computed and the whole process is repeated. Thus, for an initia 
increment size of two inches and tolerance level of half inch, the 
possible increments likely to be tried after the first are one inch and 
half-inch. 
The process eventually converges to a situation where changes 
in cost are negligible. At this stage most of the diameters do not 
satisfy constraint number (vi) that is Di (d1, d2, d3, .•. , dm) and 
the final step in the procedure is to impose this condition. 
If D. is the diameter corresponding to g. where 
1 1 
23 
,, 
any other g and D. lies between d and d -- where d 
l p q p 
and dq are members of the class (d
1
, d
2
, d
3
, ... , dm) and Di 
is not -- then D. is increased or decreased to d or d by 
l p q 
making dD. = d - D. or dD. = d - D.. The other dD' s are 
l p l l q 1 
computed and all the diameters are altered proportionately. The 
cost is computed for both cases when dD. = d - D. and dD. = 
1 p l 1 
d - D.. The cost which is cheaper is noted and the corresponding q l 
diameters are chosen. 
From now on the diameter for the i-th pipe is fixed and dDi = O. 
The derivative of cost function with respect to Di will not be a term 
of equation (40), also any derivative with respect to D. that is 
1 
involved in the matrices of (40). The process is repeated until 
all the diameters are now in an acceptable set. 
If, in making incremental changes in diameters, constraint 
(v) is broken, (D ;;,, DIMIN) and if the diameter is not that of the pipe 
with the largest absolute partial derivative of cost function. the 
diameter of the pipe breaking this constraint will be assigned the 
value of DIMIN. The diameter increments for the other pipes 
will be unaffected. If the pipe breaking the diameter constraint is 
the one with the largest absolute partial derivative of cost function, 
then not only is this diameter' assigned the value DIMIN, but the 
changes in the other diameters are proportionately adjusted. If 
a pressure constraint is broken the incremental changes are 
reduced proportionately until the pressure constraint is satisfied, 
The method just outlined above is dependent on the shape of 
the cost function to obtain the optimum. If the function is convex 
then the global optimum is obtained. The pressure constraints, 
especially (iv) (p A ;;,, PA) may have the effect of rendering the 
function non-convex, i.e., a "hole" in the feasible region. In this 
case it is advisable to ignore the pressure constraint in the initial 
stages of the process. 
Computer Program - Using the method just described a computer 
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FLOWCHART FOR OPTIMUM DESIGN 
ADJUST 
DIAMETERS 
STORE COST 
KEEP NEW 
DIAMETERS 
READ DATA 
COMPUTE FLOWS, 
PRESSURES 
AND COSTS 
ARE 
CONSTRAINTS 
BROKEN? 
NO 
COMPUTE 
2 H>-i INCREMENTAL 
CHANGES IN 
DIAMETERS 
COMPUTE 
COST DL,!E __ N_O_-< 
TO NEW 
DIAMETERS 
HAS COST 
DECREASED? 
YES 
NO 
ARE 
CONSTRAINTS 
BROKEN? 
NO 
FIGURE 1A 
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ARE 
INCREMENTS 
WITHIN 
TOLERANCE 
LEVEL? 
CQMPUTE NEW 
INCREMENTAL 
CHANGES IN 
DIAMETERS 
-
:1 
I' 
~ 
I 
r 
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FLOWCHART FOR OPTIMUM DESIGN 
(CONT'D) 
1 
IS COST 
REDUCTION· 
WITHIN 
TOLERANCE? 
YES. 
' AD-JUST DIAMETERS 
AND FIX DIAMETER 
WITH LARGEST 
EFFECT ON COST 
ARE ALL 
DIAMETERS 
FIXED? 
YES 
PRINT 
RESULTS 
END 
FIGURE lB· 
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f 
program was written for the optimum design of closed pipe networks. 
A flowchart depicting the logic of this program is given in Figure 1. 
A listing of the program is presented in Appendix I. The program 
is fairly involved and the reader is referred to Reference 5 for the 
details. 
Example - A pipe network of nineteen pipes was analyzed by this 
program to determine the minimum cost design. Figure 2 shows 
the geometry of the network. The computer output for this example 
is presented on the following pages to illustrate the type of information 
output by the computer. For the given cost information and constraints 
it would have been highly unlikely that this ·configuration could have 
been determined without such an aid as this program. At the present 
time additional efforts are being made to refine and improve this 
computer program. When this is completed the program will be 
made available to potential users. 
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Figure 2. Hydraulic Network for Example 
(to convert flow rate to m3 /s multiply gpm by 
6.309 xio- 5) 
---, 
• 
l · ••c•cc•~=••~• c ~~- · ··~•·-- •=- .,..,.-- -r--- --r-·== ·==z-··=-==·~---4.~-= ~4=0:---··-·· :--:,;~. Ls.··.~---~-·~---· 
I 
Pipe Number Diameter (in.) Length (ft,) Roughness 
1 12.0 1500 130 
2 8.0 1000 130 
i' 3 8.0 1200 120 1; 
:1 4 8.0 2000 120 'I 
ii 5 8.0 2800 120 ij 
:1 6 8.0 1100 120 I 
" 8.0 ii 7 1000 120 I! 
8 8.0 2500 120 i1 
'I 9 8.0 800 100 I 10 6.0 1300 100 
11 6.0 1000 100 
1, 
12 10.0 1100 130 
13 10.0 1000 130 I 
!I 14 6.0 1800 120 
I 15 6.0 1100 120 16 6.0 1800 120 ii 17 10.0 1200 130 !· 
18 6.0 1800 120 
19 6.0 1300 120 
TABLE I PIPELINE DATA FOR EXAMPLE 
: 
11 
1! 
1\ 
ii ,, 
:, 
29 
J 
L ---------------------------
r'l 
"' 0 
_.....___._.,.,.,. . ,..,.---~-----~- ---· 
Pl PE NO 
l 
2 
' ' ' • 7 
8 
' 10 
11 
ll 
ll ., 
1, 
lb 
COMPUTER OUTPUT FOR EXAMPLE 
~AXIHU~ PRf~SUij~ 150.CIUU LBS PE:R SQ IN 
"lll>ilMUM PRESSURE: J0.000 LBS PER SQ IN 
MINIMUM PRESSURE ALLONEO AT JUNCTIUN 9 IS 50.000 LBS PER SQ IN 
SMALLEST OIA'1ETER AllllWE'O=- 6.000 INCHES 
GREATEST l~CREMENTAL CHANGE IN OIAMETERc b.000 INCHES 
NHEN THE LARGEST INCREMENTAL CHANGE IN DIAMETERS IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 
SUCH CHANGES ARE IGNORED 
TOLERANCE Qt,j FLOW•l5.0000 GPH 
LIFE OF PROJECT= 50.000 YEARS 
RATE OF INTEREST= 5.000 PER AN~UM 
COST OF ELECTRICITY:$ 0.01 PER KILOWATT-HOUR 
TOLERANCE ON MONev.,s 10.00 
8Ull0-UP FACTOR= 1.000 
ENGINEERI~G ~EWS RECORD INOfXz 677. 
RESULTS OF OPTIMAL TRIAL 
O. 750 INCHES 
JUN CT I 0"'1 LE"'IGTl1 ROi.JGHNESS O l lloMETER-1 NCHE S FLOW PRESSURE AT JUNCTIONS 
ORIGINAL F INAl BEGIN END 
l 2 1500.0IJ 130. 10.00 6.00 111.71 l20.0UO 123.172 
2 3 1ouo.oo 130. l 't.00 6.00 390.92 121.112 111.000 
' ' 1200.00 120. lb.00 o.oo 28&. ll 117.600 lOb.317 ' ' 2000.00 120. 18.00 19 .oo -1106.09 100.111 105.871 ' • 2t10~.oo 120. zo.oo 20.00 -631.90 ro5.011 101:J.346 • 7 1100.00 120. ll.00 o.oo 498. 4 l 108.340 124.&91 
7 8 10:JO.IJO 120. 24.,JO 10.00 21tll.60 lZlt.691 126.298 
8 ' 2500.00 llO. 2..1.00 20.00 2611.29 126 .. 298 121.777 ' l 800.00 100. 18. JO 24.00 4636.29 121.777 120.000 ' lJ 1300.0J l\JO. 10.00 6.00 221.00 121.777 123.51tl 10 11 1000.ao 100. 14.UO 6.00 32 7. 4 7 123.';41 112.683 
11 12 1100.JJ 130. l.c!..Ou 6.uo 205.47 112.683 11,..021 
12 ' 1000.ou lJO. 10.uo o.oo 87.99 114.023 105.871 10 • 1600.00 120. 12,JO 6.00 -179.69 123.541 126.298 
2 10 11 oo. (JI) 12.J. 14,00 6.00 -79.22 123.172 123.541 
7 11 1800.00 120. 16. U(J 12.00 -1933.19 124.691 112,&83 
"' ..... 
.;.;::.:.,·,,· 
17 
18 
19 
COKE USAGE 
DlAGNOSTlCS 
3 
6 
4 
COMPILE TIME= 
:.:; ·-·- ·-'·'·····--···--
..-.-_....._,.,,,.,..,..,.. ,..... ·------ ··~·~-s··~,_,..........,-,, ...... -...-.,-·~.~,~ ... , l·~ 
II 
12 
12 
1200.00 
1800.0J 
I 3iJO. 00 
CAPITAL COST=• 
OPTIMAL COST=> 
130. 
120. 
120. 
12350.43 
13970.22 
10.00 
20.00 
24.00 
6.0o 
6.0o 
&.oo 
104. 81 
69.6,8 
-107 •. 79 
117.600 
108.346 
106.317 
LI 2. 683 
114.023 
114.023 
-.---nM,.,_,,..,.,.,"""" i '.t'ki 
OoJECT CODE= 31512 8YTES,A~RAY AREA= 119800 BYTES,TOTAL AREA AVAILABLE= 170080 BYTES 
0 
NUMBER OF EKRORS= 0, NUMBtR Of WARNINGS= 0, NUMBER Of EXTENSIONS• 
4.45 SEC,EXECUTION TIME= 716.00 SEC, WATFIV - VERSION l LEVEL 3 MARCH 1971 DATE= 721344 
-,---,-;- • - ·.:c._.=-=----~--~- ~---·-......:==~==-~-~,=========== ·;;.";S;:,J.,.-.=e=~-----------------
( 
' -L 
I 
t 
i 
I 
I 
' 
r 
l 
I 
I 
CONCLUSIONS 
The linear method developed as a result of this study for the 
hydraulic analyses of water distribution systems is proving to be 
a valuable aid to practicing engineers. This is supported by the 
large number of engineers who are presently using the program. 
This method is also a useful tool in the minimum cost study of 
water distribution systems. The feasibility of developing a routine 
for minimum cost design also has been established through this 
study. A working program for closed loop systems bas been 
developed. 
A method for solving the hydraulics of water distribution system 
on a standard analog computer also has been developed. This provides 
the basic tool for an analog-digital model for optimum network 
design. However, while this appears to be a very promising tech-
nique its practicality is limited. This is because most practicing 
engineers do not have access to the necessary analog-digital systems. 
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APPENDIX I 
I 
_l __ LISTING OF FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR OPTIMUM DESIGN OF CLOSED LOOP SYSTEMS 
l 
i 
I 
c,:, 
""' 
~~:il:,,F'Ci,: ' ~. ,: '!:. < . ·; ,, : • li > . ' I .·. ., I .. .· ·· ..... 
!lil!.it:" ·,·,#\\:..if ... ,~~·-': 1:-:•· .. \t-,JAll.!·""!"f; .•.. ,,A!L,Ltl .. ,.-.J.I '~f, .. -- ~ . .,.. ..-~ i j·~~ .. 2 ..• , .. , .. :L~'"".Aw~lffllll 
! 
l P1P.LlCIT il:EA.L*9 tA-H,O-ZI 
2 INTEGER U'IIITS,TREE1501 
l 11.EAL•il i<.( SO.I ,l I 50) tOABS,LIFE, DEL EV 15,,11,STAt',1125001, SCANI 501 
4 UD !MENS 10'11 Al 5\J ,5.J) ,C.150, 50) ,SAVE 125001 ,(.HA INI 25001 1 
• 7 
' 
' 10 
l l 
12 
" 14 
15 
lb 
17 .. 
l9 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
Z7 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
" " 36 
37 
'" 39 
40 
41 
42 
4' 
111.~UGHl 50), iJPRE ( 5;J), PRESS I 50), HTC 50 I I Y l 50) t PEC!:01 50I,01501 , 01 A( 50) 
1 A.SQ;JE(501,0C~A~Ut50l,SOl501,SDELDISOl,SQ(SOJ,SOPREISOJ,SK(501, 
2.LlELD! 501, :JI SliJ ,LOOP( 50,501 ,Mll 50) ,MNI 501,JBIGINI 501,JENDI 501 ,LZI 50 
31 ,NPIPE1501 
READ 15,10001 UNITS,MXX,MMX 
lVOQ FORMAT 116I51 
1700 FDR'4AT l//18X, 1 RATE OF INTEREST:',f6.3 1 1X,'PER ANNUM'I 
18J.J F/JR,'1AT l//18X,'WHEN THE LARGEST INCRl::MENTAL CHANGE IN DIAMETERS IS 
l LESS THA~ OR EUUAL TU 1 ,1X,F6.3,1X, 1 1NCHES' /58X,'SUCH CHANGES 
2ARE IGNORED• I 
19JO FORMAT l'l',16X, 1 .'4AXIMUM PRESSURE,.,, F9.3,1X, 1 L8S PER SQ JN•J 
2010 fORMAT 1//lBX,'MINIMUM PRESSURf: 1 ,F9.l,1X,'l6S PER SQ IN'I 
£U2J FORMAT l//l8X, 'MINIMUM PRESSURE ALLOWED AT JUNCTION 1 ,13,lx,•ts•, 
lF9.3,lX, 0 LBS PER SQ 1~ 1 1 
2030 FOR.MAT 1//lSX, 'TOLERANCE ON FLOW•', F7,"t,1X, 'CFS'} 
l03l FORMAT l//18X, •TOLERANCE ON FLOW•', F7 .. "t,1X, 1 GPM'J 
2032 S::QolMhT l//16X, 'TOLERANCE ON FLOW•', F7.4,1X, 1 JIIIIG0'1 
2040 FORMAT l//16X,'TOLERANCE ON MONEY•$', F6.2,1XJ 
2050 FOR'4AT 1//lBX,'GREATEST INCREMENTAL CHANGE IN DIAMETERs•, F6,3,1X, 
1 1 INCHES' I 
2060 FORMAT (//l6X, 'SMALLEST DIAMETER ALLOWED=',F6.3 1 1X,'INCHES 1 J 
2070 FORMAT 1//118.( 1 'LIFE OF PROJECT"''• F7.l,1X, 1 YEARS' I 
2080 FORMAT l//l8X, 'COST Of ELECTRICITY•S' 1 F5.2,1X ,•PER ~ILOWATT-HOUR 
1' I 
2090 FORMAT 1//lBX, 1 ENGJNEERING NEWS RECLJRO INDEX•", F7.0J 
1701 FORMAT (//lax, ·~UILD-UP FACTOR••, F6.]I 
C IF uiuTS:l, FLOW IS IN CFS, IF UNITS:2, FLOW IS IS GPM, lf UNITS•] FLOIII IS 
C I~ MGO. Mxx~1 INDICATES THAT UNITS OF PRESSURE AT INLET ARE LBS/IN••2, 
C NOT •FOOT-HEAD OF WATER' 
REAO 15,lOOOJ NJ,NP 
REAU 15,60001 A8MAX,ASMJN,01MIN,D01,002,0DJ,004 
C NJ: N0 OF JUNCTIONS,NP=NO OF PIPES 
RE4.0 15,20UOJ lJBl.:.INIIJ,JENOIIJ,Olll,ROUGHlll,Llll, l•l,NP) 
TOTDEM .. Q.Q 
TOTAL:l).Q 
NN"'O 
KXXK:Q 
1111 FORMAT IIX,lH,lOA,'0 UT PUT') 
WRITE {b,lllll 
WRITE 16,1900) A~MAX 
W~ITE 16,2010J Atl~IN 
)000 FO~MAT (5Fl0.4J 
2000 FORMAT 12IS,F5.2,2FI0.5J 
00 ll 1•1,NJ 
READ { 5,30001 PECEOl 11, OEMANDl 11,0ELEVI 11,DPRE( I J ,HTI 1 I 
C PECEOllJ :t • .J INDICATES NtlOE IS AN INLET. Qf)olANO IMHETHER INLET OR OUTLET 
C I IS ALWAYS POSITIVE. OELEV IS ELEVATION IN FEET. DPRE AfllO HT ARE IN LBS 
c /TN••z UNITS, ~XCEPT WHEN PECED:l.o ANO M~X .NE. I ~ IN WHICH CASE OPRE 
C MAY bE IN I FOOT-HEAD OF MATER' U~ITS FOR THAT PARTICULAR INLET 
IF IPECEOIII .~E. 1.0J TOTDEM :TOTOEM• DEMANOIII 
II' !PECEO( I I .eo. 1.01 TOTAL •TOTAL + DEMANOl 11 
II' (J.'ECE-DIII .NI:. l.JI OEMANDIIJ,.-OEMANDIIJ 
IF fPl:CEDI I I .EQ, 1.01 !\1'11,.NN+l 
IF (HT(II .!\IE. O.Q) •RITE lb,20201 1,HTIIJ 
11 CUNTl~UE 
II' ( T!JTOE'1 .Ei,I. TOTAL I GO TO 100 
;.:.:::.::;.:c. ... L... I."" .• / • ' ·- : ," .. ·- """ ... ,. . ', . . . •. 
'\: 
"' (11 
44 ijR[TE {6 1"iOJOl TOTAL,TOTOEM 
45 SOJO FORMATC//20X,'TOTAL~',lX,Fl0.2,2X,'TOTDEM• 1 ,lX 1FL0.2,ZX, 'INFLOW 
115 DIFFERENT F~OM OUTFLOW') 
4b STOP 
47 100 DU 12 1,..1,NP 
4!l SDI IJ•O .• O 
4q t,QIJEI l l .. Ul 11 
50 IF 10111 .LT. DIMIN) Olll=DIMIN 
51 SCAN(l):zQ,O 
52 QCil•l,O 
53 NPIPEIJl•O 
54 IF II .GE. NJl OEMANOCll=O,O 
55 HLI 11=0 
56 IF IMLIIJ ,EQ. 01 MM•l 
57 IF CHLI 11 ,EQ. 01 LL•l& 
58 101 READ 15,10001 ILOOPCl,Jl,J=MM,LLJ 
" bO 
bl 
62 
63 
b4 
65 
6b 
67 
bB 
69 
70 
7l 
72 
H 
74 
75 
7b 
77 
76 
75. 
ao 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
•• 
67 
" 69 
90 
91 
92 
" 94 
95 
C LUOPtI,Jl MAY BE POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE ACCORDING TO ASSUMED DIRECTION OF 
C FLOW. tEFFLUA FROM JUNCTION IS POSITIVE, INFLUX IS NEGATIYEJ. REGARO LAST 
C JUNCTION AS REDUNDANT ANO IGNORE IT. FROM I .EQ, NJ THRU I ,EQ, NP 
C LOOP(l,JI ~EFERS TO INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS Of LOOP EQUATIONS 11.Eo SUM OF 
c HEAD LOSSES ... o.o) WHILE FROM I .EQ. l THRU I .eQ. INJ-ll LOOP(l,JI REFERS 
C INDII/IOUAL COMPONENTS Of CONTINUITY EQUATIONS 
00 13 J:MM, LL 
IF CLOOP ( I ,JI .EQ. 0) GO TO 12 
13 Mllll•Ml(ll+l 
MM:::MM+l6 
LL•LL+l6 
GO TO ro1 
C IF J=l6 OR MULTIPLE Of 16 SUPPLY A 6LANK CARD 
12 CO!iTINUE 
IF (UNITS .EQ. 11 B:.1. 
IF !UNITS .EQ. 21 B•.002228 
IF (UNITS .ec. 31 6 .. 1.5473 
6000 FORMAT 17Fl0.41 
READCS,90001 RATE,LIFE,CENTS,X,SUJLD,ENR 
9000 FORMAT l8Fl0.51 
KL:NJ-1 
READ 15,10001 ITREEll),1::.1,KLI 
IF IENR .EQ. Q.01 ENR,.877. 
FAC: {RATEl*.Ol*ll.+CRATEl•.Ol)**LlfE/111.+IRATEJ•.Oll**LIFE -1.J 
IF o: .E:;i. 0.01 x .. 1.0 
IF 18Ult0 .EQ. 0.01 8UILD=l.O 
~RITE 16,20601 OIMIN 
oiRI TE 16,20501 001 
~RITE 16,18001 002 
IF !UNITS .Esi. 11 WRITE 16,20301 004 
IF (UNITS .EQ. 21 ~RITE !6,20311 004 
IF cu:HTS .cw. 31 WRITE 16,20321 004 
WRITE 16,20701 LIFE 
WRITE 16,17.JOI RATE 
.tlHTE lb,ZilBOI CENTS 
~RITE 16,20401 DD) 
WR.ITE 16,17011 BUILD 
WRITE 16120901 ENR .. , 
INN•l6 
141 READIS,11001 (Ll!AIIJ,l•N,INNJ 
N=N + 16 
INN::al /IIN ... lb 
llUO FOR~AT ll6F5.21 
C IF 16 OR A MULTIPLE OF 16,THEN A BLANK C.ARll MUST BE INSERfEO 
-, 
. ..:._T.:. " 
"' 0, 
•• q7 
" ,, 
100 
10 1 
102 
103 
104 
10 > 
10• 
107 
106 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
11' 
lib 
117 
116 
119 
120 
12 l 
l22 
123 
124 
12' 
12' 
l27 
128 
129 
!30 
!3 l 
l32 
lH 
13' 
'" l3b 
13 7 
'" 139 
140 
141 
142 
14 3 
144 
"' l46 
14 7 
14. 
149 
1'0 
151 
1'2 
1'3 
l'4 
"' 
IF IDIAIINN-161 .Ne. 0.01 GO ,a 141 
Nl"O 
DO 44 f:::1,INN 
IF (DIAIII .NE. O.O) Nl•Nl+l 
IF IOIAI 11 .EQ. o.oJ GO TD 223 
44 C.O~TINUE 
2l3 INN::Nl 
N•O 
AID,.Dlll 
LPL•O 
CH~NGE,.0.0 
EXTRA .. o.o 
cT2-o.o 
KX"O 
cr1 .. o.o 
KK;Q 
M•l 
LX•l6 
IF (M"IX .EQ. 01 GO TO 118 
809 READ 15,10001 (KNlll,l=<M,LXI 
LX=LX+l6 
"'""+16 
IF ltLX-161 oLT. MMXJ GO TO 809 
DO 674 1,.1, MMX 
LM•MNl 11 
674 NPIPEILM),..l 
118 DO 14 l""l,NP 
IF 10111 .LT. OIMINI SCANIJl,..0111 
IF 1011) .LT. DHUNJ DIIJ•OJMIN 
Kt 11 ... 4. 77•12. ••4. 8l*Ll JI *I DABS (QI I J 11 ••.es1e,1 ROUGH I 11 ••1.8518• 
101 I 1**4-.871 
IF !UNITS .EQ. 21 KtJJ ... 000012*KIII 
IF IUNlTS .EQ. 31 KlJ):::2.24416*Klll 
DD 14 J•l,NP 
14 At 1 ,JJ•o.o 
602 LL=NJ-1 
DO 16 1•1,LL 
LXK=MLIIJ 
00 16 J•l, LXK 
LN=LOOPll,JI 
LM: JABS(LNI 
IF ILN ."LT. O) Al(,LMl•-1.0 
IF ILN .Gf. O) A( 1,LMl•l.O 
16 CONTINUE 
102 00 17 l=NJ,NP 
LXK•Mllll 
DO 17 J•l, LXK 
LN•LOOP( I ,JI 
LM=IABSILNI 
All,LMJ•KILl'II 
IF IL'II .Lf. 11 Atl,lflll =-All,LMJ 
17 CONTINUE 
00 18 l•l,NP 
DO 18 J=l ,NP 
JG= J+t 1-l)•NP 
18 SAVEi JGI •AtJ, II 
CALL 'HNV IS.AVE,NP,ODO,LZ,MN,NP•NPJ 
CALL G~PR~ CS.AVE,DEMAND,Y,NP,NP,1,NP•NP,NP•l,NP•ll 
DO 19 J:l,NP 
IF IKK .EJ. 01 \Jlll=YIJI 
IF (Kl(. .NE. 01 Otll"IOtll+Yllll/2 • 
--- --·-·-_ c·~:-~.;::: _____ ---------...::.=:..--_------ --~-·---- -----------=._.:.·: 
-··.~---_··--··,· .. ·;;.,. 
--1 '~,; 
·"_'!] 
'.J 
w 
""" 
··.---~~--~·,, .... ,, ' ~-,~. ,-.. 
l5b 
157 
1'8 
159 
lbO 
lb l 
lb2 
lb3 , .. 
16 5 , .. 
lb 1 
168 
lb9 
170 
111 
172 
173 
174 
175 
l7b 
177 
178 
179 
18 0 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 1•• 
190 
191 
192 
19 3 
194 
l 95 
1% 
19 7 
l 98 
199 
200 
20 l 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
2uq 
210 
2ll 
Kii ,-~.77•12·••4.87•Ltll•IDA6S(Qll 111••.8Sl8/(ROUGHIIJ••1.as1e• 
10111••4.87) 
IF (UNITS .EQ. 21 Klll"'•000012•Klll 
IF (UNITS oEIJ. 31 KCll,.2.24416*KIII 
19 CO"'ITJ!-.jUE 
KK•KK+l 
IF (KK .El,). 11 GU TO 102 
CT::0.0 
DLl 20 l•l,fllP 
DIFF:JA8SIQIIJ-Yllll 
IF IKK .E.Q. 51 GO TO 807 
lF IDIFF .GT. 0041 GO TO 102 
8UT CT=CT+ENR•.1sa•o111••1.29•Ltll/(877.•SUILDl•FAC 
CT:Cf+ .746/55U.•Z4.•365.•x•cENTS•Klil•Qlll••Z•B•6Z.4 
20 CUNTI1'.IUE 
CT3•CT 
CT4•0.0 
652 KIC;"0 
125 Kl•NJ-1 
Nl•O 
LK:O 
00 21 l::l, KL 
00 22 J•l ,NJ 
l2 Al I ,Jl•O.O 
LM•IA~SITREEIII I 
LN"'JIHGINILMI 
LO•JEl'IIDILJ41 
IF ILN .EQ. LKI GO TO 113 
IF (LO .eo. LKJ GO TO 113 
IF IPECEOILNI .EQ. l,OJ NL"NL+l 
IF IPEC!OtLNI ,EQ. l.Ol LK:LN 
IF IPECEOILOI .EQ. 1.01 NL•NL•l 
IF IPECEO(LOI .EQ. l .. OJ LKzLO 
IF IPECEDILNI .NE. 1.0 .ANO. PECE:OILOI .N.E. 1,01 GO TO 113 
IF IINL+KLI ,GT. NJI GO TO 801 
DO 23 J"l ,NJ 
23 AIIKL•NLl,JJ•o.o 
113 IF IPECEDILNJ .EQ. 1.0J AllNL+KLl,LNl•l.O 
JF IPECEDtLOI ,EQ, 1,01 AIINL+KL),LOl•l.O 
IF IPECEDILNJ .EQ. 1.0 ,AND. HXX .EQ. 11 PRESSINL+Kl).=OPREILNI• 
1144,/b2,4+DELEVILNJ . 
IF IPECEOILOI .EQ. 1,0 ,ANO. HXX·.EQ. 11 PRESSINL+Kll•OPREILOI• 
1144./&2.4+DELEVILOI 
IF (PECEOILNI .EQ. 1.0 ,AND. HXX .NE.11 PRESSINL+KL):OPREILNI+ 
lOELEVILNI 
IF IPECEOILOJ .e;;i. 1,0 ,ANO. HXX .NE:,11 PkESSINL•Kll,.OPREILDI• 
lDELEV(LOI 
IF IPECEO(LNI .NE, 1,01 All,LNl .. l.O 
IF IPECEOILOI .NE. 1,0! A(l,LOl.,-1,0 
801 IF IINL•KLI .GT. NJl AII,LNl=l,O 
ff l!Nl+KLI .GT, NJ) AIJ,LO)a-1•0 
PRE SSC l l•KI LHl•QI LHI 
If ITREECII .LT. VI PRESSCll•-PRESSIII 
IF lt~L1-K.LI .GT. NJI GO TO 21 
IF IPECEOILNI .EQ. 1,01 PRESSIIlwPRESSIII-PRESSINL•KLI 
JF IPECEDILOI .EQ. 1,01 PRESSCJl,.PRESS(IJ•PRESSCNL+KLI 
21 CLINTI~UE 
DO 24 l=l,NJ 
DO 24 J=l,"'IJ 
IG:J+I 1-1 t•NJ 
24 SAVEi IGI zA( J, I l 
.·.,:,~;. ''':,;.". 
.,-.,._ 
. '',, .. 
_,;·.-~~;:-,;;..:;;;;;;;;;-~;;,, ·-:::~=----'," -:_.,;;....c •• ··-·- c.:::.:.c.:.,--:::'-.:.~-::.:.--::::';-·"'" -'-· 
.. ,_:~-,. ··~ -·~·--- --. ---=·c'·.~"--------·:..,.:." .-. ·-··-- .. _, .. ·:,._..::...._· .• ..:.--=~ 
--1 
'\l 
' 
212 CALL )ll}NV (SAVE,NJ,DDD,Ll,MN,l~J•NJI 
21 l CALL GMPRD ISAVE,PRESS1Y,NJ,NJ,l,~J•NJ,NJ•l,NJ*ll 
21' 676 00 25 l•l,NJ 
215 OPREI I J :I YI l 1-DELEIJI I I 1*62.41144. 
Zlb If C~K .Nfo OI GU TO 104 
217 IF !OPREI 11 .GT. AB~AXI GO TO 105 
2l8 IF IOPREI 1 I .LT. ABMINI GO TO l05 
2l9 IF IOPQ.EI l I .LT. HTIII .AND. HT(ll .NE. 0.01 GO TO 105 
210 GO TO 25 
221 105 J t: IDtJl .LE, 0021 GO TO 673 
222 00 26 J .. l,NP 
22' DIJ):lJ(Jl+DDl 
224 IF IDPREI 11 .GT. ABMAXI OIJ)•DIJl-2*10011 
225 26 COIIITINUE ,,. GO TO 118 
227 104 If IDPREI I) .GT, A6MAXI GO TO 106 
228 IF IOPREIII .LT. A8MINI GO TO 106 
229 IF IDPREt 11 ,LT. HTI II ,ANO. HTIII ,NE. 0,0) GO TO 106 
2JO GO TO 25 
231 106 DIFF•DABSIOINI-SOINll 
232 If IOIFF ,LE, .0001 ,AND. CT4 ,NE, 0,01 CT3•CT4 
233 IF IOIFF .LE, .0001) GO TO 208 
234 OIFF~OA8SIOELDINl-EXTRAI 
"' If COIFF .LE •• 0001) OELDINl•EXTRA ... IF lOELDlN) .NE. EXTRA) GO TO 611 
"' 237 Olff:OA8SlOELOCNI-O.OI 0, 238 IF IOIFF .LE •• ~001) GO TO 671 
239 661 00 ZOl J•l,NP 
240 OlJl•DIJI-OELDIJJ+SOELOIJl 
241 Q1JI...-SQIJI 
2,2 207 CONTINUE 
243 NPIPElNl"'l 
244 CHANGE:s0.0 
24' EXTRA:.0.0 
246 KA•O 
247 GO TO 116 
248 208 00 209 J=l,NP 
249 SOI Jl=O.O 
250 lV9 OIJl•DIJl~OELDIJI-SDELOIJI 
251 NPIPEIN):11 
252 CHANGEz0.0 
253 EXTRA .. o.o 
254 KX=O 
"' GO T,J 118 ,,. 671 CTlt•O.O 
2'7 GO TO 205 
258 25 CJIIITl~UE 
259 Olff=OA8S(EXTRA-0.0) 
260 IF IDIFF .LE •• 00011 EXTRA:.Q.O 
2b I IF !EXTRA .EQ. 0.01 GO TO 669 
2b2 OIFF• DA~S(OElOlNI-EXT~AI 
263 JF IDIFF .LE •• 00011 OELOINl•EXTRA 
2•• If IOELDl~I .EOo EXTRA) NPIPEIN)sl 
2•• 6?9 KX:KX•l 
26b IF ICT4 .EO. 0.01 GO TO 654 
2b7 660 IF CCTl • NE. Q.O .ANO. CTl .GT • CT4J CT3z:C.T4 
268 654 IF ICTl .~E. O.O .AND. ~T3 .EQ. CT41 GO TO 139 
2b9 IF (CTl .~E. Q.O .ANO, CTl .LT. CT41 CTl.,C.Tl 
270 051 IF ICTl .NE. o.o .AND. CT3 .eo. Cll) GO TO 139 
271 IF lCT4 .ea. 0.01 GO TO &46 
212 IF tCTl .GT. CT4 .~NO. 001 .LE. 0021 C.Tl•CT4 
273 
214 
275 
27' 
277 
278 
279 
28C 
2'1 
2BL 
283 
284 
28' 
286 
287 
288 
289 
290 
291 
292 
293 
294 
295 
29b 
"' 
297 
co 298 
299 
300 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
306 
307 
308 
j09 
310 
311 
312 
313 
314 
315 
31' 
31 7 
318 
319 
320 
321 
322 
323 
324 
325 
32" 
327 
"' 329 
330 
331 
!?!£!.';.-:,:-:-·:: 
046 IF IKJ( .EO. lJ GO ro 139 
IF IC.T3 .GT. CT4 .ANO. CT-'t .NE. o.oJ CTl:.CT4 
IF ICT3 .NE. CT4J GO TO 139 
IF lllOl .NE. AIOI 001•001/2. 
OIFF•OAB~ICT2-CTJJ 
IF IOIFF .LE. 003 .A"IO. 001 .LE. 0021 GO TO 673 
IF 1001 .LE. 002) GO TO 139 
119 N/4:NP+l 
KXKX=O 
KX:l 
0.01,.,AIO 
EXTRA:O.O 
CtiANGE•O.O 
CTl•O.O 
LPL:Q 
CT 2sCTJ 
NNN•O 
N•l 
00 34 l•l,NM 
IF II .e~. NMJ GO TO 066 
SOI 11 •0.0 
IF INP !PEI 11 .EQ. lJ lilNN•NNN•l 
IF INPIPEINI .EQ. LI N•N+l 
NPP•NP-1 
If INNN .GT. NPP/2J DDl•AID/2. 
IF (001' .LE. OOZJ OOlzAJO 
IF (NNN .·EQ. NPI GO TO lll 
666 DO 35 J•l,NM 
All,JJ•O.O 
Cll,Jl 11 0.o 
35 CO"ITlNUE 
3" CONTINUE 
All,11•1.0 
IJO 32 l•l,NN 
00 33 J•l ,NM 
IF II .NE. 11 GO TO 121 
IF (J .EQ. 1) GO TO 142 
AC! 1Jl3o740/55V-*24.*365.*X*CENTS•2.85l8*KIJ-ll•QtJ-ll•B•02." 
1•1-1.1 
IF (J .EQ. NNI GO TO 31 
142 Cl 1,JJ~ENR*.l58*1.29* DIJJ••.29*LIJl/1877.•BUILDl*FAC+.7-'t6*Z4.*365 
lo "'X*CENT'S* • 8330*0 I JI *OAS SI QI J 11 *KI JI *02 .• 41550• *BID I JI 
IF INPIPEIJI .EQ. 11 Cl 1 1 JJ•O.O 
GO TO 33 
121 IF IJ .EQ. 11 GD TO 33 
LN:: IA~SILOOPI I 1-11, I J-11 J J 
IF {LDOPIII-1) 1 !J-lllll20132,122 
120 IF II .LE. NJI AlldlN+lll""-1•0 
IF 11 .LE. NJI Cl loLNJ •2-*QILNI/OILNI 
IF INPIPEIL'NI .E..;i. 11 Cl 1,LNl•O.O 
IF II .GT. NJI All,ILN+lJl:-l.lS518*KILN) 
IF IOILNI .LT. O.OJ All,ILN+lll•-AI 1,CLN+lll 
IF ti .GT. NJI CII,LN)c-l.l6b4•KILNl*QILNI/DILNJ 
IF INPtPEILNI .eu. 11 CIJ,LN):0.0 
GU TO 33 
122 IF II .LE. NJI AIJ,CLN+l)l=l.O 
IF ti .LEo NJI CCl,LNl•-2.0•QILNI/DILNI 
IF INPIPEIL.\11 .EQ. 11 Cl I,LNJ•o.o 
IF 11 .GT. NJJ All 1 1LN+lll•l.8518•KCLNJ 
IF IQ!LNl .LT. 0.01 Atl,ILN+lll"-All,ILN+lll 
IF (I .GT. I\IJ) Cll,LNJzl.lbb'+*KILNl•!.IILNJ/UILNJ 
, 
'• 
t~~~~tt~.~;}/!~:~:!.; , a f., -1 ~ . .,.. .,._i'.fo,~.:"f:,.NI,-\.; ··· . .Ah~ j,,, # j .. ~ . . j. ,._ .. -, .• • 9, A,,jqH)f..llllR 
332 
3H 
334 
335 
33& 
337 
330 
33Q 
340 
34 l 
342 
343 
344 
345 
34. 
34 7 
34' 
349 
350 
351 
352 
353 
354 
355 ,,. 
ii>- 357 
0 3S6 ,,. 
3b0 
3•1 
362 
3•3 
364 
3•5 
3bb ,., 
3bB 
3•• 
370 
37 l 
372 
373 
374 
375 ,,. 
377 
37' 
37' 
360 
3dl 
362 
3'3 
3a. 
"' ,.. 
367 
"' 369 
300 
391 
39' 
.. .cc'-..:..::·: 
IF l~?IPE(LN) .EQ. 11 Cl l,LNl•O.O 
J3 C'.l~TI 'lUE 
32 COillTlNUE 
00 5q l•l,NM 
!)'.) 60 J:l ,NM 
IG•J+-11-ll•N:'1 
SA'/EflGJ:A(J,11 
IF II .E.Jo Nl1) GO TO bO 
IG=J+-lI-lJ•N~ 
CHAINtlGl,.CIJ,II 
SCAl'\II JJ:0,0 
~o CONTl:iuE 
59 CONTINUE 
CALL MINV ISAVE,NM,000,LZ,MN,NM*NMI 
CALL GMPRO ISAVE,CHAIN,STAN,NM,NM,NP,NM*NM,NM*NP,NM*NPI 
N"l 
00 36 Ja:l,NP 
IF INPIPEINI .eo. 11 N#N•l 
NT-=l•IN-ll*NM 
NK:lt-1 l-ll*NM 
IF IDABSISTAN(NKII .GT. DASS(STANCNTIIIN•I 
NT"'l•IN-ll*N"' 
Cll,tJ::.STANINK) 
36 CONTINUE: 
.,, 
••• 
SCANINl=O,O 
IF ICll~NI ,GTo,O 
IF (C(l,NI ,LTo,O 
IF IDlH .GT, 002) 
DO 672 J•l,INN 
.ANO. 
.·ANO. 
GO TO 
OIFF•DABSIDINI-OIACJII 
lf.XKX 
KXKX 
123 
.EQ, OJ LOOK•l 
.EQ, 01 LOOK"'O 
IF (OJFF .LE, ,00011 OINl•DIAIJJ 
IF IOIACJI ,LT, DINI) GO TO b72 
IF IKX .EQ, 01 OELOINlcJJAIJ+ll-OINI 
JF IOINI .EQ. OIAtJII NPIPEINl•l 
IF !DINI ,EQ, OIA(JIJ GD TO 118 
LPL =O 
IF !DINI ,LE. OlMlN) llELDINJ .. DIMIN-OINI 
IF 1011'\11 .GT. 01M1NI OELDINl•OIAIJ-11-0INJ 
EXT~A=DJAIJ)-OINJ 
CJ-iANGE=DELOIN, 
LOOK::3 
lF (~l ~EQ. Ol KX•l 
GO TO 668 
b72 
123 
CONTINUE 
If CO!Jl .Gf. 0021 OELDINl•llDl 
NP?=NP-1 
••• Nl'\lfi.,.O OIFF=OABSICHANGE-0,01 
IF lDIFF oLE •• OVOll CHANGE•O,O 
VIFF=OABSICll,NI-0.01 
IF (OIFF ,LE •• 00011 Cll,Nl•O.O 
DO 37 J:l,NP 
If {fllPIPEII) ,ECJ. 11 NNN=NNN+l 
IF IC(l,N) .EQ. o.oJ 001=1)02 
IF ICI 1,~J .EQ, 0.01 GO TO bSl 
DELOI I I :OELDlflll *Cl 1, I l/CI 1,NI 
IF !LOOK .EQ. ll DELDll)s-OELOIII 
IF ISCANlll .l:Q. a.a, Olll"'Olll+DELD(IJ 
M;Q 
. 
' 
If !ScCANIIJ ,NE. O,a .ANO, Olli .EQ. DIJIUl'il M•I 
IF Olli) .EQ. OIMIN .A~:J. SCANIII .r.lE. 0.01 Dltl:SCANlllt·OELOtll 
3q3 
394 
39 > 
39b 
397 
"' 399 
400 
40 l 
"o02 
403 
404 
405 
40b 
407 
406 
4CC:l 
410 
411 
412 
413 
414 
415 
416 
!+" 417 .... 
416 
41q 
420 
421 
422 
423 
424 
425 
42b 
427 
428 
429 
430 
431 
432 
433 
434 
43' 
43o 
437 
438 
43' 
440 
441 
442 
443 
444 
44' 
44< 
44 7 
446 
449 
450 
451 
IF IN .Eg. 11 GU TO 80"o 
IF lSCANIII .NE. O.Q .ANi). 0111 ,'lE. OIHINI Dlll"'DIJl+OEl.0111 
804 IF IDI 11 oGE. DIMINI GO TiJ 37 
LPL =I 
IF ILr'L .NE. NI SCANIJl•DIII 
JF ll~L .NE. NI GO TO 37 
O!LPLlsD(LPLI-OCLOILPLI 
OELOCLPLl•DIMIN-OCLPLJ 
00 t,7,J J"l ,NP 
IF CJ .LT. LPLJ OiJlsQ(JI-DELOIJ) 
DELO( J) :DELO I LPL I •CI l, JI/CI 1, LPL I 
OlJJ•DIJl•DELDtJI 
OILPL)::Qlf'HN 
b70 CONTINUE 
IF tllELDIJ\ll .EQ. ,l.01 001•002 
IF tOELOINI .eo,,1. OoOI G() TO &51 
GO TO 127 
37 CONTINUE 
GO TO 127 
127 KKl(:Q 
on 78 I=l,NP 
IF 1011) .LT. Dll41NI SCANlll=DIII 
IF IDIIJ .LT. 01!''11N) OCIJ•Dlf!UN 
Kt I l .. 4. 77•1z.••4.87*LI 11 • IDABSI QI I 11 J••.8518/1 ROUGH( 11••1.as1a• 
10111**4,87) 
IF IUNll'<S .EQ. ZI Kt 11•.0000lZ*K( 11 
IF (U~ITS .EQ. 31 K(Il~Z.Z4•16*Klll 
IF (N~N .EQ. NPP .ANO. I .NE. NI DELOlll=U.O 
00 78 Jsl ,NP 
78 Al l,JlsO,O 
DO 79 12 1 ,NP 
LXK::MLI 11 
OU 65 Jail 1 LXK 
LM•IA8SILOOPll,J)J 
All,L"l)=l.O 
IF llOOP(l,JI oLT. OJ All,LNl,.-1.0 
65 CONTINUE 
79 CONTINUE 
144 DO 82 t:NJ,NP 
LP:MLlll 
DO 63 J=l,LP 
L~~IABS{LOOPll,JII 
A( l ,LM) =Kt LMI 
IF ILOOPII,JI .LT. OIAtt,LM)=-K(LMI 
83 CONTl~UE 
1'12 CONTINUE 
00 84 l•l,NP 
DO 84 J=l,NP 
JG: J•I I-ll*NP 
64 SAVEIIGl=<A(J,11 
CALL ~!NV (SAVE,NP,ODD,LZ,MN,NP•NP) 
CALL (;14PRO ISAVE,DEMANO,Y,NP,NP,l,NPtr;NP1fllP•t,NP*ll 
DO 85 Jat,NP 
IF {KKK ,EQ. 01 Qlll=Ylll 
IF 11<.KK .NE, 01 Qtll-=IOitl•Yll))/2. 
Kl I 1•4. 77•12. **4, 87•Ll l I *I DABS IQ I l 111••.8518/1 ROUGH I I I **l.8518• 
10111••4·!171 
IF IU'IITS .EQ. 21 K1Jla.OOOOI2•Klll 
IF (U'-l!TS ,EQ. 31 Kllls2,24416•Ktll 
as CCl~TI '-lUE 
l<.K..::KKK•l 
, 
>I>-
"" 
• 
452 
45J 
454 
455 
456 
457 
456 .,, 
460 
"' l 462 
463 
464 
465 
466 
467 
4b8 
409 
470 
471 
'72 
473 
474 
475 
476 
477 .,, 
47' 
480 
481 
482 
"' 48' 
"' 486 
'87 
488 
489 
490 
49 l 
492 
4q3 
4q4 
495 
496 
••7 
4<;S 4., 
soc 
501 
502 
503 
504 
505 
506 
507 
508 ,c, 
510 
51 l 
512 
IF IKKK .E~. 11 GO TO 144 
IF 1U01 .Lf. 0021 GO TO 713 
IF lCT4 .EQ. O.O) GO TO 713 
IF IKX .NE. l .ANO. CTl .GT. CT4J CT]:tJ4 
111 cr:o.o 
DO 86 l"-ltNP 
DIFF •OABSIQll)-Y(lll 
IF (KKK .EQ. 51 GO TO 808 
IF tDIFF .GT. 0041 GO TO l't-4 
8JS CT:CT+ENR*.35B*Dlll••1.29*Llll/1877.•BUILUl*FAC 
CT •CT+ • 746/ 550. •24. *365. *X*CENTS*K I I I *Qt l) **2*8*6 2. It 
:J& CONTl~UE 
CT4zCJ 
JF ILOOK .EQ. 31 GO TO 667 
IF 1001 -GT. 0021 GO TO 212 
667 DlffaDABSlCHANGE-0.0I 
IF IDIFF .LE •• 00011 GO TO ZlZ 
Olff•OABSICHANGE-DELDINJJ 
IF IOlFF oLE •• 00011 CHANGE•OELOINJ 
IF IDELDINI oNE. CHANGE) GO TO 212 
b63 CTl 2 CT4 
DO 206 l•l,NP 
SDELOIIJ•OELDIII 
SDI 1):0111 
DI 1')•0111-DELDI 11 
SQCll•QtlJ 
SKI lJ•KI 11 
20b CONflNUE 
DELDINl•EX.TRA 
LPl"'O 
GO TO bb8 
2ll DlfF•OABSIEXfRA·0.01 
If IOlff .LE •• 00011 EXTRA•o.o 
If (EXTRA .NE. 0.0 .AND. CT4 oLT. CTll GD TO 125 
If (EXTRA .N~. O.OJ GO TO 655 
If l~X .EQ. l .ANO. 001 .LE. 0021 GO TO bll 
062 Olff:OA~SIEXTRA-DELOIN)I 
If IDIFF .LE •• OOOlJ.EXTRA•OELOINJ 
If IOELDINI .EQ. EXTRA .ANO. CT4 .LT. CTll GO TO 125 
IF IOELDINI .NE. EXTRAI GO TO 718 
OlffEOABSIOELOINl·U.01 
If IDlff .LE •• OOOli GO TO b5i 
b5l If ILOOK .NE. 31 LOOK•LOOK-1 
IF ILOOK .LT. 01 LOOK•l 
KXKXzt<.XKX•l 
IF (l(XKX .e~. l .ANO. CT2 .LE. CTJI DQl::i::1.5•002 
IF IKXKX .EQ. l .AND. CT2 .L~. CT31 GOTO 123 
IF ICTl .EQ. o.o .A~Q. CHANGE .EQ. o.oJ GCJ TO b13 
055 00 211 J=l,NP 
UIJl•UIJI-OELOIJl•SO~LDIJI 
O(Jl•SOIJI 
OtJ):SIJtJJ 
K(Jl•SK(J) 
211 CO~Tli'iUE 
OlffEUABSCfXTRA-DELOINII 
If ID!FF .LE. ~00011 EXTRA•DELOINI 
IF tOELDl"II .f.j. EXTRA} GO TO 125 
71"!1 IF !CT3 .GT. CT41 GO TO 125 
205 OU lOJ 1::1,NP 
IF tSCANtll .E·~. O.:JI 0111 .. 0111-DELDIII 
IF !SCAN! 11 .NI:. O.O .AND. UIJI oEIJ, DIHINI M,.l 
••• 51• 
51> ,,, 
517 
51 d 
''q 
520 
Ul 
~2 
~3 
N• 
us 
U6 
527 
~28 
uq 
DO 
Ol 
DZ 
03 u, 
05 
Ub 
~ 07 
"' 
u, 
u, 
MO 
Ml 
MZ 
Ml 
MO 
M5 
Ml 
Ml 
~~ 
IF IDlll .fQ. i.Jl"IIJ\,I .Al\ji.l. SCAlli(l·l .NE. 0,01 LHll=SC.ANIII-OE:.LOIII 
IF 1"1 .F.;. I J ,;u TO 203 
IF ISCANIII ,NE. O.O ,Al~O. 0111 ,NI:. DIMINI !.itll::l)(ll-OELOIJ) 
20:1 CJ!,iJ('IIUE 
001=001/2. 
IF IKX .!:;.i. 1 ,AND. DUL ,L£. UD21 Gl.J TO 65-1 
DIFF=OA~SICT2-CT3) 
IF 1001 ,LE:., OD2 .ANO. DIFF .LE. DOJI GO TO 673 
IF IDOL ,LE. 0021 GO TO 116 
659 Dlff:UABS(EXTRA-il,Ol 
IF lOIFF ,LE. ,JOOll EXTRA:0,0 
IF (EXTRA ,'Ill:, 0.01 1.iO TO 667 
IF IK.( .E~. 21 GO TO 139 
GU TO 123 
137 CT•O.J 
12JO FO~MAT l//40X,'~ESULTS OF OPTIMAL TRIAL'I 
WRITE 16,12001 
wq_JJE 16,1500) 
l 5000FORl'IA T I//, lX, 1 PI PE N0 1 , 5X, 1 JUNCTION•, 5X,' LENGTH•, SX, 1 ROUGHNESS•, 
l4X, 'DI AHETER-INCHE ~ 1 1 7X, 'FLOill 1, 7X, 'PRESSURE AT JUNCTIONS• ,/SOX, 
2'0RIGINAL 1 ,3X, 1 FINAL',1BX, 1 BEGIN',8X, 1 EN0 1 I 
CT==O.O 
c 
CP:0.0 
00 1';,2 J:t,NP 
CTzCT-tENR•.358•D{ll••l.29•LIIJ/1877,•BUILDJ*FAC 
CP=CP-tENR• • 358•01 I I ••l .29•L I I I/ 1877. •BUI LOI *FAC 
C Tz CT• • 746/ 5!>0 .•24. •3 65. •x•CENTS*K 111 *CI l l••z•B•62 .4 
LN~J81GIN(l) ~ 
LG=JEll,IO( 11 
w~l TE 16,13001 1,LN,LG,Lt I J ,ROUGH I I I ,BODE( I I ,DC 11, QI I J ,DPREIL~O, 
lOPREILGI 
b2 CONTII\IUE 
w~ITE lb,lbOOI CP 
WRITE 16,14001 CTl 
1600 FQRMAT (//18X, •CAPITAL COST•l',flS • .2,lXI 
1400 ~OR.MAT 1//lBX, 'OPTIMAL COST•l 1 ,Fl5.2,1XI 
1300 fORMAT (lX,ll,5X,13,2X,13,3X,F9.2,5X,F6.0,8X,F5.2,bX,F5.2,5X,F9.2, 
l 3X,Fd.3o3X,FB.31 
RETURI\I 
ENO 
'41NV 10 
( • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • •. • ••••••• MI NV 20 
c M INV 30 
c SUSROUTTNE :.\INV MINV •• ( MINV 50 
c PU~POSE MINV •o c INVE!l.T A MAT;{IX M INV 70 
c MINV 80 
c USA.GE MINV •• c CALL MINVIA,N,O,L,MI MINV 100 
c MINV 110 
c DESCRIPTION O~ PARAMETERS MINV lZO 
c A - INPUT MATRIX, DESTROVEO IN CO~PUTATION AND REPLACED 6V /111 JNV 130 
c RESULTA~T INVERSE. MINV "" c N OROER QF MATRIX A Ml NV 150 c 0 - ~ESULTANT OETE~~INANT MINV ••• c L - WORK VECTOR Of LENUTH N Ml NV 170 
c M - WO~K VECTOR OF LENGTH N MINV ... 
( Ml NV 1qo 
c M.E'1ARKS MINV ZOO 
L "'ATRIX A MUST BE A GENERAL "'AHilX MINV 210 
... .,.,.._,_.,,..__., .. ~ ---= .. --=.;:...,;c;;_~-------, .. -·-·--
---- .. ----"'< . -__ .... ~ _, ______ ~ --- ,, ___ --·---------ill , 
,,. ,<J "'II.I+"- MINV 800 
'" HULO-=-All<.11 MINV !10 576 Jl=Kl-11.t·J MINV 820 
577 411< I I :A( JI I M !'NV R30 
~7 ll l:) Al J l J '*'HOLD MI/IIV 840 c MINV 850 c l'IITE~CHANGE COLUMNS HINV 800 c MINV 870 
'" 35 I•~ l!<.I HINV 880 5'0 IF11-KI 45,45,38 MINV 890 
581 :JS JP=N*II-ll MINV 900 
"' 00 4.J J::1,N MINV 910 '" JK•NK+J HINV 920 584 Jl.,JP+J MINV 930 
58 5 HOLO=-A{JKI MINV 940 ... AlJKl=AIJIJ M INV 950 
'" r.O A(JI) =HOLD MINV 960 c PUNV 970 c DIVIDE COLUMN BY MINUS PIVOT IVALUE OF PIVOT ELEMENJ IS MINV 980 
c CONTAINED JN BIGAI MINV 990 c MINVlOOO 
'" 45 IFl811AI 48,46,48 HINV1010 ,,. 46 QzQ .Q MINV1020 
590 11.ETUR'II MINV1030 
591 48 00 55 l=l,N JIIIINV1040 ,I> 59l IF( l•1U 50,55,50 MINV1050 ,I> 593 SQ JK•NK+I MINV1060 
594 Al IKJ=AC JKJ/f-BIGAI MINV1070 
595 55 CONTl.~UF. lillNVlOBO c MINY1090 c REDUCE /IIIATR IX HJNVllOO c 
HJNYlllO 596 OC: 66 I=l, r-, ,97 IK=IIIK• [ 
HINV1130 sqs HOLIJzAt IKI 
HINVll<!tO 5S9 IJ= l-'11 
MINV1150 600 f'lO 65 J"'l,N 
MINVll60 601 I J: lJ•N 
HJNV1170 60, !fl 1-K) 60,65,60 
HINVllBO 603 60 IF·IJ-KJ 02,05 1 62 MINV1190 60, 62 KJ= IJ-1 ti( 
HINV1200 ,os AIIJl~HOLO•ACKJ)~AIIJI 
MINV1210 bOo 65 CONll•'iUE 
MINV12ZO 607 61. (;ONTl"IUE 
c 
MINVl.?30 c UIVIOE ROW SY PlVOT 
flllNVll40 c 
HJNV1250 600 KJ•K-N 
"INVl260 609 00 75 J:l,l'l 
HINVl270 '10 KJ"'KJ•N 
HINV1280 611 IFI J-K) 70,75,70 
flllNV1290 61,! 70 AIKJlz:ACKJ)/BIGA 
HINVlJOO 613 75 CONTl'ILU!: 
MINVlllO c 
flllNVl320 c PN.IJOUCT OF PIVOTS HINV1330 c 
HINVll40 '14 O=O•SIGA 
JIIINV13SO c 
MINVll60 c RF.PLACE PIVf'lT ~y RECIPROCAL 141NV 137Ll c -'41NVll80 "5 Alt<.Kl=l.0/rilGA '41NV1}90 
,..,,,,c,c, . . ·,w·o.·,··cr.·---~ .·:.-:,,.,,,·.~·,·, · .. ___ c,··-•, 
.!> 
c,, 
616 
"' '" 619 
'20 
621 
622 
623 6,, 
"' '" 627 .,. .,. 
630 
631 
632 
"' '" '" CJ6 
631 
b3' 
63' 
640 
6' l 
,1,,101N,·+,,':"@,~··~''!'"1'"i!':*'·· > ... j. ;g.g __ .. ,-- ;, I= 
80 CONTINUE MlNV1400 
C MINVl410 
C FINAL M.Ooi A"lO Cl.lLUMN INTERCHANGE MlNV1420 
C MINV1410 
KsN 1'1Hi1Vl440 
100 K•IK-lJ MINV1450 
IFIKI 150,l~0,105 MINVl'i-6.l 
ios l•LII() MJNV1470 
IF( I-Kl 120,120,108 MINV1480 
108 JU•N•IK-11 MINV1490 
JR:N•C l-11 MINVlSOO 
00 lliJ Jcl,N MINV1510 
JK•JO+J MINV1520 
HOLO=A(Jl(J M[NV1530 
JJ=JR+J MINV1540 
AIJKl••AIJJ I MINV15SO 
110 ACJl) =HIJLD MlN\11560 
120 J•MIKl MINV1570 
IFCJ•KI 100,100,llS MINV1580 
125 Kl=K-~ MIN\11590 
DO 130 Jst ,N MINV1600 
Kl=Kl+N MIN\11610 
HOLD=All(II MINV1620 
JI•KI-K+J MINV1630 
AIKil~-AIJII MIN\11640 
130 A(JII :HOLD MINV1650 
GO TO l 00 ,1 M INV 1660 
150 RETURN M[N\11670 
ENO MINV1680 
C GMPR. 10 
C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••GMPR ZO 
C GMPR 30 
C SUBROUTINE GMPRO GMPR 'tO 
C GMPR SO 
C PURPOSE GMPR 60 
C MULTIPLY TWO GE'"'IERAL MATRICES TO FURM A RESULTANT GENERAL GMPR TO 
C MATRIX GMPR 80 
C GMPR 90 
C USAGE GMPk 100 
C CALL GMPROIA,B,R,N,M,LI GMPR 110 
C GMPR 120 
C. UESCRTPTION OF PARAMETERS GMPR 130 
f. A - NA"4E OF FIRST INPUT MATRIX GMPR 140 
C 6 -. NA,.,E Of SECOND INPUT HAT,HX GHPR lSO 
C R NAM( OF OUTPUT MATRIX GMPR 160 
C N • NUMoER OF Rows IN A GII\PR 170 
C M - NLJM13ER OF COL<JII\NS IN A ANO ROW~ IN B GMPR 180 
C l - t1U.iMBER UF C.OLiJMNS IN B GMPR 190 
c u~,oo 
C Pi:"'1ARKS GMPR 210 
C ALL 1'10.TRICES MUST ~E STUIIEO AS UENEl<Al 14ATRICES GMPR 220 
C .~ATKIX R CANNOT OE IN THE SA~E LOCATION AS MATRIX A GMPR 230 
C "!AT~IX K CANNllT liE IN THE SAMf LOCATlO/lo AS MATKIX d GMPR 240 
C NU"'IBE!< OF CDLUM,'sS OF MAT~IX A fltUST UE: E..;jUAL Ttl NU"ldER llf ROWGMPll. 250 
C UFl'IAT{J)(" GMPRZOO 
C GMPR 27\l 
t SU1!<0JT I !'li: S AND FUNCTION S.JdPHOGKAMS ~[QU IQ.ED GJIIPR 260 
C 'lU~E UMPR. 290 
C GMPR 300 
(. MfTH;J[) GMPR 310 
C TliC A4 BY l "IATR.IX B IS PRE,'4ULTIPLIED BY THEN l:IY '4 "'ATRIX A GMPR 320 
.------.,,_ ·-------· 
N -- · ·, •tlll_ ,, .. :;, 
····\·, 
':'.~ 
C A~U TrlE RESULT IS STORED IN THEN d) l MATRIX R. GMPR 330 
C GMPR 340 
C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••GMPR 350 
C GMPR 3b0 
642 SlJSKOJTINE GMPRD (A,B,R,N,M,L,NTM,MTL,NTL) 
b43 Dl~E~Sl01i ~(~T~),8l~TL),RtNTL) 
C44 uouaLi: PP.FCISIUN A,B,i:t 
c 
GMPR 390 t45 l~=O 
GMPR 400 b46 I K==-M 
GHPR 410 64 7 on lO K=l,L 
GMPR 420 b48 lK=lKt-M 
GMPR 430 649 DO 10 J=l,:o..t 
GMPR 440 •so IR=IR+l 
GHPR 45U b5 l JI =J-1 
GMPR 4b0 652 Io= IK 
GMPR 470 653 R(IR>=O 
GHPR 480 
""' 6'>4 D:l 10 I =l, t'1 GMPR 490 "' 6SS Jl=JI+N , GMPR 500 b5b 1~=18+1 GHPR 510 6':> 7 10 RIIKJ=Rll~l+~IJll*dllDI GMPR 520 65 8 RETURN 
GHPR ~30 659 "D GMPR 540 
....... ;;,;/'-"' -,--,- ~----- ~ -~'-· - _...,...,_ -~·;;; ... 
.~ . ,.,-·-·· -~----==--c·c··-
